Abstract
Introduction
Future integrated services networks based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology are expected to support applications with a wide range of service requirements. Continuous media applications such as voice and video are particularly demanding since these applications require guarantees on their quality-of-service (QoS) in terms of bounded delay, loss, and jitter. To provide QoS, a network must reserve resources such as bandwidth and buffer space for individual connections; however, since resource availability is limited, the network must carefully manage its resources in order to ensure high achievable network utilization. One of the most important components in the design of such a network is the choice of packet schedulers at network switches that determine the transmission order of packets queued at out-*This work is supported in part by the National Science Foundationunder Grant Nos. NCR-9309224 and NCR-9624106. put buffers. In this study, we consider the design of packet schedulers appropriate for use in networks with a bounded-delay service, that is, networks that provide deterministic (Le., worst-case) delay guarantees to all packets on a connection.
Many packet schedulers have been considered for use in bounded-delay services (See [20] for a recent survey). The well-known Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduler has been studied in [6, 9, 121 and is distinguished in that it has optimal efficiency: for a given set of connections, EDF can support delay guarantees that are at least as tight as those provided by any other packet scheduler [9, 121. Each packet arriving to an EDF scheduler is assigned a deadline equal to the sum of its arrival time and associated delay bound, and queued packets are transmitted in increasing order of deadline. Since an EDF scheduler selects packets for transmission according to their deadlines, its implementation requires sorting mechanisms. However, the high overhead costs of maintaining a sorted queue prohibit the use of EDF in high-speed networks.
For this reason, we seek approximate scheduling disciplines with simpler implementations that can achieve an efficiency similar to EDF.
Recently, several packet schedulers have been designed to approximate the efficiency of EDF [ l l , 13, 151 . Unlike EDF, these approximation schedulers do not require a sorted transmission queue but rather insert packets into a set of prioritized FIFO queues. In each of these schedulers, a given FIFO contains only packets with laxities in a certain range, where the laxity of a packet is the time remaining until it violates its deadline. The Head-of-Line with Priority Jumps (HOGPJ) scheduler moves individual packets between FIFOs according to their laxities [13] . HOL-PJ was shown to be an exact implementation of EDF, but its implementation requires a large number of timers and necessitates copying packets between FIFOs. Two schedulers that avoid manipulating individual ackets are the priority relabeling architecture [15p and the Rotating-Priority-Queues (RPQ scheduler [ll] .
These schcdulers use so-called ealen h ar queues [2, lo] that periodically relabel FIFOs to increase the priorities of queued packets.* Relabeling the FIFOs provides an efficient approximation to sorting, where the granularity of the approximation is determined by the relabeling period. The RPQ scheduler is distinguished from the priority labeling architecture in that it can provide worst-case delay guarantees, but neither scheduler has an efficiency that always exceeds that of a Static Priority (SP) scheduler which does not change the priorities of queues.
In this paper we design, analyze, and evaluate a novel packet scheduling method that approximates EDF, the Rotatzng-Priority-&~eues+ (RPQ+) scheduler. We will demonstrate that RPQ+ can approximate the efficiency of the EDF scheduler with arbitrary precision. Similar to the priority relabeling architecture and RPQ, the RPQ+ scheduler employs a set of prioritized FIFO queues whose priorities are periodically rotated. In switches with shared-memory output buffers, the RPQ+ queue rotation can be implemented efficiently through pointer manipulation. The RPQf scheduler has the following three key characteristics: 1) The operations of RPQ+ are inde-RPQ+ scheduler can provide worst-case delay guarantees. (3) RPQ+ always yields a higher network utilization than a S P scheduler. So far no existing packet scheduler that tries to approximate EDF can satisfy all of the above characteristics. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions for schedulability in RPQ+, that is, conditions for which all packets are guaranteed to be transmitted within their delay constraints. Using these conditions, we demonstrate that RPQ+ is identical to SP if the FIFO queues are never rotated. We then show that increasing the frequency of queue rotations always yields a higher efficiency, converging to the efficiency of EDF in the limit. We note, however, that greater efficiency requires additional computational overhead in terms of added FIFO queues and more frequent rotations. We compare the efficiency of RPQ+ against other packet schedulers using empirical examples, including an example based on MPEG-compressed video traces [SI.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first discuss the framework of a bounded-delay service in Section 2. In Section 3 we present operations of the RPQf scheduler and introduce an implementation approach for shared-memory switches. In Section 4 we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for schedulability in RPQ+ and show that RPQ+ is a hybrid between EDF and SP. We finally evaluate RPQ+ in Section 5 using numerical examples as well as MPEGcompressed video traces.
Bounded-Delay Service Framework
We consider connection-oriented packet-switched networks where all packets on a single connection traverse the network on a fixed path of switches and links. A client desiring a new connection submits to the network (1) a traffic characterization that specifies the maximum traffic on the connection and (2) the desired delay bound [6] . Thc network uses these specifications in admission control tests to ensure the availability of network resources along the path of thc connection. In this section we review traffic characterizations as well as packet schedulers and their admission control tests. pendent of t 6 e number of queued packets. (2) The
Traffic Characterization
Since a bounded-delay service provides worst-case guarantees, traffic characterizations that we consider must provide a worst-case bound for the maximum traffic arrivals on a connection. Let C denote the set, of connections at a acket scheduler. For a given con- 
Scheduling and Admission Control
Packets from different connections routed on a single outgoing link of a packet switch are stored in a transmission queue, and a packet scheduler determines the transmission order of these packets. Each connection i has a local delay bound di at a switch, and a packet on connection i arriving to the switch at time t is assigned a deadline o f t -f d i . A deadline violation occurs if any packet is not fully transmitted before its deadline. Since propagation and processing delays are largely fixed due to physical constraints, we assume for clarity of presentation that these delays are zero, and so dj is a bound on the sum of the queueing delay and transmission time. In the remainder of the paper we restrict our attention to the delay at a single network switch. The case of multi-hop routes can be addressed by either quantifying the distortion of the worst-case traffic arrivals Af at different switches [5], or controlling the distortion of the arrivals by reshaping the traffic to conform to Af at each switch using so-called traffic shaping mechanisms [20] .
For a given scheduler, we say that a set C of connections with traffic constraint functions and delay bounds {Af,di)iEc is schedulable if a deadline violation cannot occur for any connection i that conforms its traffic to Af as shown in equation (1). The conditions which determine if a set of connections is schedulable, called schedulability conditions, constitute the admission control test in bounded-delay services. Table 1 shows necessary and sufficient schedulability conditions for the EDF, SP, and RPQ packet schedulers that are derived in [12] . In the EDF condition we use syaz to denotc the maximum transmission time of a packet from connection j. In the SP and RPQ conditions, the set of connections C is partitioned into P connection sets { C p ) l s p < p , and all connections in Cp For all p and all t 2 0, there exists a 0 < T 5 d, -s " " such that: Table 1 : Necessary and sufficient schedulability conditions. RPQ scheduler also uses a so-called rotation parameter A that determines the frequency of FIFO relabeling; all supported delay bounds dp are multiples of A, that is, dp = n p A for some integer n,. We use sFaZ to denote the maximum transmission time of any packet from a connection in set C,, while we use s"" to denote the minimum packet transmission time of any packet.
The RPQf Scheduler
In this section we introduce the Rotating-PriorityQueuesf (RPQf ) scheduler that approximates the optimal EDF scheduler. RPQ+ can be implemented with a set of prioritized FIFO queues that are relabeled periodically. The efficiency of SP provides a lower bound on that of R P Q f , and the efficiency of RPQ' increases with the frequency of relabeling, approaching that of EDF in the limit. Here we first describe the design principles and operations of the RPQ+ scheduler. We then illustrate its operations using a simple example. Finally, we describe an efficient implementation strategy for shared-memory architectures where FIFO queues are implemented as linked lists.
Properties of RPQ+
Connections submitting traffic to an RPQ+ scheduler are partitioned into P disjoint connection sets C1, C 2 , . . . , C p , and all connections in Cp have identical delay bounds dp = PA, where A is the rotation interval.
The RPQf scheduler employs 2 P ordered FIFO queues, and these FIFOs are indexed as follows, from highest to lowest priority: O+, I, l f , 2 , 2 + , . . . , ( Pl ) , (P-l)f, P . We refer to the FIFO with indexp ( p f ) as FIFO p (FIFO p + ) . The RPQ+ scheduler always selects a packet from the highest-priority nonempty FIFO for transmission. All packets arriving on a connection in set C, are placed in FIFO p . Arriving packets are never placed directly into FIFO p+ for any p .
The FIFO queues for an RPQ+ scheduler are relabcled every A time units. A RPQ+ queue rotation can be viewed as a two-step process: a so-called "concatenation step" and a so-called "promotion step." In the concatenation step, the current FIFO p and FIFO p + are merged to form FIFO p for all 1 5 p < P. Packets from FIFO pf are concatenated to the end of those from FIFO p . In the promotion step, FIFO p is relabeled as FIFO ( p -l)+ for all 1 5 p < P . Also, a new empty FIFO p is created for all p to hold packet arrivals during the next rotation interval. After the promotion step, all packets reside in some FIFO pf.
If a packet arrival occurs at the same time as a queue rotation, we assume that the queue rotation is performed before the packet arrives.
Illustration of RPQ+ Scheduling
The operations of an RP&+ scheduler are best illustrated by means of a simple example. Figure l depicts the states of an RPQ+ scheduler over the course of a queue rotation. We first consider Figure l(a) which shows a snapshot of the scheduler. In this example, the scheduler is assumed to support three connection sets C1, C2, and C3 with delay bounds dp = PA for p = 1 , 2 , 3 . Packets from connection set C , are labeled with index p in the figure. An RPQ+ scheduler that supports these connection sets requires 6 FIFO queues with indices {O+, 1,1+, 2 , 2 + , 3 ) . FIFO p+ is indented for all p to distinguish these queues from FIFO p . Packets are assumed to arrive from the left in Figure 1 , and packets from connection set C, are placed into FIFO p . When a packet is selected for transmission, it is assumed to leave the scheduler at right of the figure. If packets are in the scheduler as shown in Figure l(a) , the next packet selected will be the packet from connection set C1 since FIFO 1 is the highest-priority nonempty queue.
We next consider the queue rotation illustrated in the concatenation step of the queue rotation, and 1 1 c the figure. Figure 1 shows, from left to right, the state of the queues before a queue rotation, the promotion step of the queue rotation. The concatenation step shown in Figure l This problem is not of concern if RPQ+ is used in a bounded delay service where all packets are guaranteed to be transmitted before their deadlines. In this scenario, the delay bounds for the connection sets are selected such that FIFO O+ will necessarily be empty at the end of all rotation intervals. However, for services other than a bounded-delay service, RPQ+ can be designed to either (1) discard all packets in FIFO O+ since they have necessarily violated their deadlines or (2) leave these packets in FIFO O+ and concatenate new packets to the end of the FIFO.
An Efficient Implementation of RPQ+
The overhead for implementing RPQ+ is identical to that of an SP scheduler except for the queue rotations. Here we investigate the operations required for implementing the RPQ+ queue rotation in switches with shared-memory output buffering.
In a switch with output buffering, arriving packets are passed through the switching fabric and then buffered until they are selected for transmission on an outgoing link. On a per-port or per-connection basis, the output buffer memory consists of either a single shared memory pool or physically separate memory. Most ATM switches use output buffers, and the majority of these are shared-memory buffers [l] . In switches with shared-memory output buffers, the FIFO queues of RPQ+ can be implemented using linked lists, and queue rotations can be implemented with a small number of operations using simple pointer manipulations. 
RPQ+ Scliedulability Conditions
In this section we present schedulability conditions for the RPQ+ scheduler and show that its efficiency is between EDF and SP. We first present in Theorem 1 the exact, that is, necessary and sufficient, schedulability conditions for a general class of traffic constraint functions. We then show explicitly that RPQ+ is superior to SP and that its eiEciency increases monotonically for a certain class of rotation intervals, converging to EDF in the limit.
Exact Schedula'bility Conditions
Here we present the necessary and sufficient conditions for schedulability in an RPQ+ scheduler. These conditions assume that at 11 connections have traffic constraint functions as described in Section 2.1. 
At(min{t ,t r, t + dp -d, + A})+ q=1 iEC,
A proof of the theorem is provided in [19] .
RPQ+ as a Hybrid between EDF and SP
Here we show that the RP&+ scheduler is a hybrid between EDF and SP' in the sense that (i) RPQ+ always achieves an efficiency at least as good as SP, (ii) the efficiency of RPQ' is nondecreasing as the rotation interval A is reduced,and (iii) the efficiency of RPQ+ approaches that of EDF as A + 0. We consider each of these properties in turn.
To show Property (i), we argue that any set of connections schedulable with SP is also schedulable with 5b.3.4 RPQ+. Our argument relies on Ltie following necessary condition for SP schedulability.
Lemma 1 If a set C of connections given by {A:, di}i€c is SP-schedulable, then for all prioritiesp
and for all t 2 0, there exists a r with T 5 dp -sman such that:
A complete proof of Lemma 1 is provided in [19] . With the lemma, note that the necessary condition for S P in equation (4) implies the sufficient condition for RPQ+ in equation (3). This shows that RPQ+ always achieves an efficiency at least as high as SP. In order to show Property (ii), we observe that the right-hand-side of equation (3) increases with A. As required, the efficiency of RPQ+ is nondecreasing as thc rotation interval A is reduced.
Finally, to show Property (iii), we compare RPQ+ with EDF using a sufficient (but not necessary) schcdulability condition for RPQt that has a formulation similar to the exact EDF condition in Table 1 . We obtain this condition directly from Theorem 1 by substituting r = dp -smin in equation ( (5) with the EDF condition, we see that the only difference in the two conditions is the rotation interval A. These two conditions become identical in the limit as A ---f 0, verifying that an RPQ+ scheduler can approximate EDF with arbitrary precision.
Evaluation
In this section we compare the efficiency of the RPQ+ scheduler against schedulers EDF and SP using empirical examples. Two sets of experiments are included. The first experiment uses traffic policed by Icaky buckets, while thc sccond experimcnt uses traccs of MPEG-compressed video. In both experiments we use the most accurate, i.e., necessary and sufficient, admission control tests for each packet scheduler to obtain a precise comparison of the efficiency of the schcdulcrs. We use the schedulability conditions from Theorem 1 for RPQ+ and the conditions from Table 1 for EDF and SP.
Numerical Example
In the first experiment we compute the schedulable region of the packet schedulers for a set of three connection groups using an approach similar to one used in [la] . We vary the traffic rate of each connection group and use a surface plot to illustrate the rates for which all delay bounds are guarantced. Wc can compare the efficiencies of different packet schedulers graphically by comparing the volumes of their schedulsble regions.
We consider connections supported a t a single packet scheduler that transmits packets at 155 Mbps, a rate that corresponds to OC-3. The three connection groups have traffic that conforms to the ( r , p ) traffic model, with traffic constraint functions A" of the form: Table 2 shows thc traffic and QoS parameters for all Connection groups. For a connection group with indcx j, the table shows the delay bound dj at the scheduler as well as the burst CT~ and the range of rates p j . The bursts bj in Table 2 are given in 53-byte ATM cells. In thc example, we vary the ratc parameter pj between 10 and 155 Mbps. We present our results with two sets of graphs in Figures 3 and 4 . The schedulable region for different schedulers are shown using three-dimensional surface plots. We show the transmission rates for which all connection groups are admissible; the volume beneath a curve includes all operating points for which all packets are guaranteed to be transmitted before their deadlines. Note that the axes in these figures have a logarithmic scale. Figure 3 depicts the schedulable regions for EDF and SP schedulers. Since EDF is the optimal packet scheduler with respect to number of admissible connections, the region shown in Figure 3 (a) will contain the region corresponding to any other packet scheduler. For the parameter sets considered, observe that the schedulable region for EDF is much larger than that for SP shown in Figure 3(b) .
In Figure 4 , we show schedulable regions of the RPQ+ packet scheduler for feasible rotation intervals in the range A = 2 -12ms. For this example, the number of queues that must be maintained for a particular choice of A is given by 72/A. Note that for all choices of rotation intcrval A, the RPQ+ schedulable region is superior to that of S P in Figure 3 
MPEG Example
In this experiment all traffic characterizations are obtained from publicly-available traces of MPEG video [16] . We use two MPEG traces for the evaluation: a thirty-minute segment of the James Bond entertainment movie Goldfinger ("Bond") and 200 seconds of a video conference recorded using a set top camera ("Settop"). Both traces were encoded in software at 24 frames/second with frame size 384x288 and frame pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB.
We again consider a packet scheduler that operatcs at 155 Mbps, and we assume that all traffic is packetized in 53-byte ATM cells with a payload of 48 bytes each. We use the so-called empirical envelope of a video sequence to characterize its traffic, where the empirical envelope E* of a sequence with traffic 4 is given by [3, 181:
The empirical envelope is the tightest traffic character- ization available for a video sequence and, when used with admission control, will result in the admission of a maximal number of connections. By using empirical envelopes for traffic characterization, we can determine the highest efficiency that can be achieved by a given packet scheduler.
Similar to the previous experiment, we consider two connection groups, one group consisting solely of Bond connections, and the second consisting solely of Sett o p connections. All connections in the same group have identical delay bounds: dSettop = lOOms and Figure 5 illustrates the number of connections that can be supported at their delay constraints for the EDF, SP, and RP&+ schedulers as well as for a peakrate allocation scheme.' We use a bold solid line for EDF, a bold dotted line for SP, a thin solid line for the peak-rate allocation scheme, and a series of dashed We observe in the figure that all of the packet schedulers can admit many more connections than the peakrate allocation. Additionally, EDF is superior to SP when the number of higher-priority Settop connect.ions is large. Note in Figure 5 that RP&+ is identical to S P for A = looms, and smaller values of A result in higher efficiency. For A = 10ms, a point of operation requiring 40 FIFOs, RPQ+ closely approximates EDF. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the novel RotatingPriority-Queues+ (RPQ+) packet scheduler.
We showed that in a bounded-delay service RPQ+ can achieve a network utilization that approximates that of the optimal Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduler. We also showed that RPQ+ can be implemented in shared-memory architectures with low overhead costs that make it practical for use in high-speed networks. The RPQ+ scheduler places arriving packets into prioritized FIFO queues based on their delay constraints, and these queues are modified ("rotated") to increase the priority of waiting packets. RPQ+ relies on a so-called rotation interval A that determines the frequency of these queue manipulations. When A is infinite, i.e., queues are never rotated, RPQ+ behaves exactly the same as a SP scheduler and the two packet schedulers admit the same number of connections; as A is reduced, the number of admissible connections increases, approaching that of EDF in the limit. RPQ+ can be implemented similar to S P except for the queue rotations which can be performed by manipulating pointers without moving any queued packets. We presented exact schedulability conditions for RPQ+ that can be used for admission control tests in a bounded-delay service. We finally presented experiments that included MPEG traffic sources to illustrate that RPQ+ can closely approximate EDF even for large values of A.
